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SELLING THROUGH YOUR HEART 
Empowering You to Build Relationships for Financial Freedom 

By Shirlene Reeves 
 
 

Approximately 550,000 entrepreneurs start a new business in the U.S. each month and it’s been growing 
steadily for the past two years. The rate of women and Latino entrepreneurs has increased considerably and 
there are now more entrepreneurs between the ages of 55 and 64 jumping into the arena than ever before.  
 
According to the 2015/2016 Global Entrepreneurship Report, published by Babson College and a number of 
other organizations, over half of businesses fail because of a lack of profits or financial funding. This means 
that they generally have challenges with the sales process and a lack of consistent income to keep their 
businesses stable and in the black.  
 
In her new book, Selling Through Your Heart: Empowering You To Build Relationships For Financial 
Freedom (Aviva: 978944335953, $24.95; Hardcover), Shirlene Reeves explains the answers to the above 
challenge and demonstrates to entrepreneurs how to apply and achieve the 17 years of success she’s achieved 
while bootstrapping her nationwide business from zero to millions with 23,000 people working under her.  
 
“What the entrepreneurs in today’s business acumen are lacking is the ability to sell,” she says. “They are 
afraid of being rejected, losing friends by appearing to pushy and sometimes don’t have a healthy mental 
attitude about money or the value they provide so they have difficulty pricing their programs and coaching 
expertise properly.” Based on time honored principles, theories, and case studies Shirlene’s new book 
provides the answers to an entrepreneurs’ sales fears by eliminating rejection and the fear of asking for 
money. She calls it the 3 Step Sale Waltz™, a 28 year time tested technique that focuses on building 
relationships before initiating sales. Recently eight of her students made $301,180 in just 10 weeks. Best of 
all you get to be authentic, forget the scripts and relate to potential clients like you would your friends. 
 
About The Author: 
Shirlene Reeves (San Diego, CA) is an international keynote speaker; author and CEO of Maximize Your 
Wealth Now. She has been active in building million dollar businesses for over 28 years and focuses on new 
business owners who are ready to take the next step into program development and are challenged with 
creating programs, pricing them properly, and marketing themselves and their expertise through massive 
visibility.  
 
Leading the way for a new generation of business owners, Shirlene is one of the most talented and passionate 
keynote speakers on the circuit today. She hosted two seasons of WMAX.TV, is a weekly syndicated radio 
host on BBS radio and as a distinguished Toastmaster she enjoys adding humor and audience participation 
into her presentations. Her heartfelt communication style is displayed on over 400+ videos. For more 
information visit: http://www.ShirleneReeves.com/ 
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For more information contact Shirlene Reeves at SReeves@MaximizeYourWealthNow.com 

Follow us on Twitter @MaximizeWealth for more information on our Business Courses  
 


